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 Scope Note  
  
  
 The NAACP-DC Branch Records span the period 1921-1949, focusing on the period 
1939-1948.  The collection totals 38 « linear feet and includes records of two other 
organizations that were closely affiliated with the NAACP-DC Branch.  
 The Citizens Committee Against Segregation in Recreation totals approximately 1 « 
linear feet.  These records are interfiled with the NAACP Committee on Recreation.  E.B.        
Henderson served as chairman of both committees, and the Citizens Committee was an 
outgrowth of the Committee on Recreation.  
 The other group of organizational records are of the Committee for Racial Democracy 
in the Nation's Capital (CRD), which later reorganized to become the Council for Civil 
Rights in the Nation's Capital (CCR).  These records total 4 « linear feet and comprise the 
last nine boxes of the collection.  
  The CRD-CCR and the NAACP-DC Branch shared many of the same members and 
both of the organizations were involved in some of the same activities, fighting 
discrimination and segregation.  Materials can be found in both sets of records related to the 
same activities.  In some instances, ie. news articles,  materials are interfiled because it was 
impossible to determine which organization collected which files.   
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 Scope Note continued 
 The records are not arranged in their original order,  because there was no 
identifiable order to be  maintained.  Many of the folder titles listed in the previous register  
were erroneous and did not identify materials adequately.   The records are now arranged 
primarily by form or  subject  area. Correspondence comprise the majority of the records.  
Although there is a correspondence series,  correspondence can be found distributed 
throughout the collection. This is because oftentimes a group of materials would lose its 
continuity if separated from other materials in the file. Example, Series C-Cases:  materials 
in each folder includes  various forms such as correspondence; news articles, broadsides and 
reports, all related to the same incident.  
 Other materials included in the collection are reports, minutes, financial papers, 
broadsides, periodicals, speeches, typescripts of writings by various authors, news articles 
and press releases. 
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Series Description 
 
Series   A Correspondence  
Box 78-1         The majority of the  correspondence  is  filed by the NAACP Committee 
to Box 78-13 members. If  there  is correspondence between  two committee  members 
both having a file of  letters, the  correspondence is filed under one of the 
correspondents  files, (i.e. correspondence between  Hill  and  Scott is filed 
in the Scott file only).  The general correspondence consist of  letters 
addressed to the NAACP  or  a  committee thereof, with no specific 
committee member identified.  General correspondence also includes form 
letters,  letters  of  advertisement, partial text, partial names and unsigned 
letters. "Other  correspondents",  refer  to  a  single letter between  two 
correspondents,  usually not identified as  the  NAACP  committee 
members.  These letters are arranged alphabetically by the author of  the 
letter.  Noteworthy are the letters  filed  "anonymous".  These are primarily 
crank letters to the NAACP.  As stated in the scope note, there  is  a 
significant amount of correspondence dispersed throughout the entire 
collection. The correspondence was not interfiled in  an attempt  to  retain 
the integrity of the subject  area.  
   
Series B Office Records  
Box  78-13      Office  records  are  arranged  alphabetically  by subject area. Usually  
the 
 to Box 78-41 subject  area  is indicated by a committee.  Materials include reports, 
minutes, notes,  agendas,  printed materials, and correspondence. Some of 
the major subject areas are the executive committee, financial papers, 
membership  committee,  press and publicity, and the radio committee. 
Included in this series are  some records  of the Citizens Committee  Against 
Segregation in Recreation.  As stated in the scope note, these records are 
interfiled with the NAACP Committee on Recreation.  E.B. Henderson served 
as chairman of both committees,  and the Citizens Committee was an 
outgrowth  of the Committee on  Recreation.  Both committees were 
involved in many of the  same activities. Their efforts  include  actions 
against  the Uline Arena, Turner Arena and the D.C. Recreation Board.  
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Series Description continued 
 
Series   C        Cases  
Box 78-41       Cases are files  of  materials documenting the activities of the NAACP in 
to Box 78-53  fighting  segregation, discrimination  and violence.  Cases are filed 
alphabetically  by the  name of one of the principal  parties involved  in the 
case, the subject area,  or the  popular name by which the case was often 
cited. Files include  correspondence, affidavits, news articles, reports,  
broadsides and  any other materials related  to  the case.  Cases include 
assistance to  individuals to  fight segregation and discrimination in 
employment, education, housing, health care, and military service.  There are 
also cases to fight segregation, discrimination, police brutality, 
disenfranchisement, and  violence, through  a class action. Included  are  
cases in  which the NAACP was an affiliate  of  a multigroup effort.  
  
Series D National Office and Other Branches  
Box  78-53      This series is comprised of communications from the NAACP National 
Office 
to Box 78-56  and other branches. There are  form  letters and  press releases from the  
National  Office,  arranged  chronologically. Also there  are lists  of  the 
NAACP officers, nationwide, and  press  releases and newsletters from other 
branches.  
  
 
Series E Other Organizations  
Box  78-56      This series  consist  primarily of  printed materials related to  other 
to Box 78-62  organizations. Some of t organizations the  NAACP was affiliated with in 
cooperative efforts.   Some materials reflect the  D.C. Branch  may have 
been on the organizations mailing  list. Materials include broadsides,  news 
articles, reports, press releases, periodicals and correspondence. There  are  
also materials from conferences various members of the NAACP may have 
attended.  The form letters in "Series A:  Correspondence," are also a         
source of information about other organizations' activities.  
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Series Description continued               
 
 
Series F  Printed Materials   
Box 78-62       Printed materials are arranged in three areas, the NAACP related materials, 
to Box 78-68  general materials and news articles.  The NAACP printed materials include 
office logs, periodicals, stationary, broadsides, photographs, certificates, 
operational manuals, and writings by the NAACP members. Also included are 
unidentified and unarranged lists and notes. General materials include press 
releases, periodicals, broadsides, reports. pamphlets, congressional bills and 
writings by others. News articles are arranged chronologically and by subject.  
Many of the articles relate to activities in which the NAACP and the 
CRD-CCR were involved.  
 
 
Series G Committee for Racial Democracy in the Nation's Capital/Council for Civil 
Rights in the Nations's Capital     
Box 78-69       The Committee for Racial Democracy in the Nation's Capital was formed in 
to Box 78-77  1945.  In 1947 the committee reorganized to become the Council for Civil 
Rights in the Nation's Capital.  The NAACP-DC Branch and the CRD-CCR 
shared many of  the same members, and both organizations were involved in 
some of the same activities.  The CRD-CCR records are also arranged by  
subject area, usually indicating a committee. The records total 4 « linear feet 
and span the period 1946-1949.  Subject areas include financial papers, 
Employment Committee, Health and Public Welfare, Education and 
Recreation.    Activities documented include materials related to D.C. 
Recreation Board, President's             Committee on Civil Rights, Fair  
Employment Practices in Government, George  Washington Hospital and 
Gallinger Hospital. There  is a significant amount of materials documenting 
the fight to end discrimination and  segregation in the public theaters in 
Washington, D.C.  
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Container List  
  
  
Series A Correspondence  
Box  Folder  
78-1                 1   Anonymous  letters  
                         2-16   A-Z  
                         17   Other correspondents  
                         18    Partial names, unsigned letters  
                         19-20    Partial  text  
                          21    Envelopes  
  
78-2                 22-28    Form  letters  
                         29-31    Letters of advertisement  
                         32    Albright, Joseph F  
                         33    Anderson, W.S. (form letters)  
                         34    Bailey, Lester P.  
                         35-36    Baker, Ella J.  
                         37    Bakers, James H.(form letters)  
                         38    Banton,  C.W. 
                         39    Bates, John  R.  
                         40-41    Brown, Anne M.  
                         42    Browne, Vincent  J.  
                         43-44    Byars,  Rufus  
  
78-3                  45-46    Carr, Mildred  
                          47-48    Carter,  John  
                          49    Cooke, Paul  
                          50    Current, Gloster B.  
                          51-52    Davidson, Eugene  
                          53-55    Davidson, Shelby J.  
                          56-57    Erwin,  Wendell  
                          58    Ferebee, Dorothy B. (form  letters)  
                          59    Evans, Joseph  H.B.  
                          60-62    Garvin, Roy  
                          63-64    Gibbs, Louise B.  
  
  78-4                 65-67    Gibbs, Louise B.  
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Container List 
 
             
Series A Correspondence continued 
Box  Folder  
78-4               68-76   Gray, Arthur D. 
 
78-5                77    Grimke, Archibald  
                        78-79    Hastie, Roberta  C.  
                        80-81    Hastie, William  H.  
                        82-83    Hawkins, Ruby  
                        84-87    Hayes, George  E.C.  
                        88-89    Henderson, E.B.  
                         90    Hicks, James L.  
                         91    Hightower, Virginia F.  
                92-93  Hill,  Charles S.  
                         94  Hill, Leonard (form letters)  
                         95  Hilyer, Amanda V.G.  
 
78-6                  96-106  Hill,  William  A.  
 
78-7                   107   Hill,  William A.  
                          108   Houston,  Charles  
                          109   Houston, T.J.  
                          110-111   Johnson, Thomasina W.  
                          112   Kid Ballyhoo, (form letters)  
                          113-114   Lampkin,  Daisy E.  
                          115-116   Lancaster, Emmer M.  
                          117-118   Larry, Celestine M.  
                          119-120   Lautier,  Louis R.  
                          121-122   Lawson, Belford  
                          123-124   Lindsay, A.L.  
                          125-126   Lomack, Bertha  
                          127-131   Lovell,  John, Jr 
.  
 
 
 
Container List 
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Series A Correspondence continued 
Box  Folder  
78-8               132-140   Lovell,  John, Jr.  
                       141   McClellan, James F. (form letters)  
                       142   McPeek, Francis  
                       143   Marshall, C. Herbert  
78-9                144-147   Marshall, C. Herbert  
                        148-149   Meade, S.J., Jr.  
                        150   Metz, Solomon  
                        151   Ming, W. Robert Jr.  
                        152   Monroe, Dan G.  
                         153   Moss, Andrew  
                         154-155   Nabrit,  James M., Jr.  
                         156-157   Perry, Leslie  
                         158   Pinkett, A.S.  
                         159   Portee, Johnnie  
                         160   Portee, Jimmy W. 
                         161-164   Ransom, Leon A.  
 
78-10             165   Ransom, Willa C. 
                       166-172   Reed, Beatrice  M.  
                       173-174   Reeves, Frank D. 
                       175   Rycraw, George H.  
                       176-177   Scott, James E.  
                       178   Simpkins, Roger  
                       179   Smith, Alfred E. 
                       180-181   Smith, Rufus W.  
 
78-11              132-190   Spottswood, Stephen G.  
                        191-194     Stone, Gertrude B.  
 
78-12               195-203     Stone, Gertrude B.  
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Container List 
 
             
Series A Correspondence continued 
Box  Folder  
78-13                204    Stratton, Mary  
                         205    Sutler, Walter  
                         206    Tate, U.S.  
                         207    Thompson, Virgie (form letters)  
                         203-209     Wallace, George H.  
                         210-214     Wallace, Lauretta J.  
                         215-216     Ward, James N.  
     217    Wayand, Ruth  
                        218-219     White, Walter  
                        220    Williams, Bathrus B.  
                        221    Williams, Robert M.  
  
Series  B Office    Records     
                                   Administrative  
                         222    Agendas  
                         223    Minutes  
                         224    Notes  
 
   Christmas  S  
                          225    1939  
                          226    1940  
                          227    1942  
                          228    1943-44  
                          229     1945-47  
                          230    Committee on Community Coordination                                                  
               231    Committee on Education  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
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Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
    Committee on Labor & Industry  
78-14               232    Reports  
                         233    Procedures  
                         234    Notes  
 
   Committee on Legal Redress & Legislation  
                         235    Reports - 1943-44  
                         236    Reports -  1946 
                         237    Reports -  1947 
                         238    Reports -  1948 
                         239    Procedures   
              240   Log of cases, n.d.  
                        241   Log of cases - 1941-42  
                        242   Log of cases - 1942  
                        243   Log of cases - 1946  
                        244   Log of cases  - Police Brutality case logs  
                        245   Cases (unidentified)  
                        246   Forms (blank)  
  
   Committee on Recreation/ Citizens' Committee Against Segregation  
in  
    Recreation  
                        247   Committee  on Recreation  -  Reports  
                        248   CCASR - Reports  
                        249   CCASR - Stationary  
                        250   Amateur Athletic Union  
                        251   Public  Swimming Pools  
                        252   Recreation Bill (HR5075)  
  253-255   Uline Arena  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
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Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-15               256   Turner's   Arena  
    D.C.  Recreation Board   1945  
                         257-260   Correspondence  
                         261   Press   releases  
                         262   Form letters  
                         263   Resolutions  
                        264   Statements  
                        265-269   Petitions  
 
   D.C. Recreation  Board   1947  
78-16   270-271   Correspondence  
                         272   Statements  
                         273   Press   releases  
                         274   Form letters  
                         275   Committee on the Revised   
 
                          Constitution for Branches  
78-16                276    Committee  on  Veterans  
 
                                      Conferences  
                          277   NAACP  In-Service   Training Institute - 1945  
                          278   State  Conference  of  NAACP Branches - 1945  
                          279   Leadership Training Conference  3/16/46  
                          280   Eastern Regional Conference -  1948  
     281-282   Workshop   on  Civil Rights 1948  
                          283    30th  Annual Conference  
                          284    31st  Annual  Conference  
                          285    32nd  Annual  Conference  
                          286    33rd  Annual Conference  
                          287-289    37th  Annual Conference  
   
 
 
Container List 
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Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
    38th  Annual Conference  
78-17                   290   Correspondence  
                            291    Citizens Committee  
                            292    Programs,  Invitations  
                            293    Financial Papers  
                            294    Press Releases  
                            295    Speeches  
                            296    Resolutions  
                            297-300    Delegates  Credentials  
                            301    Notes  
  
   39th  Annual   Conference  
                             302    Minutes  
                             303    Reports  
                             304    Speeches  
    Crisis  
                         305    Form letters  
                         306   Correspondence  -  1946  
                         307   Correspondence  -  1947  
                         308   Correspondence  -  1948  
                         309    D.C. Anti-Segregation Fund  
  
   Entertainment Activities  
78-18                 310    Entertainment Committee -  Reports  
                          311    Entertainment Committee -  Notes  
                          312    Baseball game  
                          313-315    Robert T. Kerlin Testimonial Nov. 22, 1922  
                          316    NAACP Movie Week - 1939  
                          317    Boatride -August 30, 1939  
                          318    NAACP Dance -  Dec.  15,  1939  
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
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Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder    
78-18              319    Gunther Brewing  Co.(film)  -  1940  
                       320    Membership Dance - 1940  
                          321    Boatride - August 21, 1940  
                          322    Charles E. Russell Congratulatory Dinner, Sept. 25, 1940  
                          323    The  Proud  Valley(film)  1941  
                          324-327     Kind Lady (play)  May  9,  1941  
                          328    Basketball Game - Jan. 18, 1942  
         329   Basketball Game - Feb. 23, 1942  
                          330   On Guard (film) Feb. 16, 1943  
                          331-332   Arthur D. Gray Testimonial Dinner - May 31, 1944  
                          333   Summer Concert - August 20, 1944  
                          334   Summer Concert - Sept. 1944  
                          335   Ellis A. Arnall Testimonial Dinner - 1946  
                          336   William H. Hastie Testimonial Dinner - April 21, 1946  
                          337   Leon A. Ransom Testimonial Dinner, October 16, 1946  
                          338   Summer Concert -  1946  
 78-19               339-340   Cultural Series  Planning 1947  
                         341   Murder Without Crime (play) 1947  
                         342-344   Claudia (play) Jan. 31, 1947  
                         345   Dance - June 28,  1947  
                         346   Boatride - July 12, 1947  
                         347-348   Burning Cross - 1948  
                         349-352   Todd Duncan Concert  -  Feb. 4, 1948  
                         353   Annual Award Dinner  -   April, 1949  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
 14 
                                                      Executive Committee  
78-20              354   Agendas, n.d.  
                       355   Attendance Records, n.d.  
                       356   Memos, n.d.  
                       357   Notes, n.d. 
                       358   Reports, n.d.  
                       359   President's Reports, n.d.  
                       360   Secretary's Report, n.d.  
                       361   Minutes  
                       362   Secretary's Reports - 1921  
                       363   Minutes - 1922  
                       364   Reports - 1922  
                       365   Memos, 1922  
                       366  Executive Secretary's  Report - 1922  
                       367   Annual Report - 1922  
                       368   Minutes, 1923  
                       369   Annual Report -1923  
                       370   Reports  1923  
                       371    Minutes -  1939  
                       372    Minutes - 1939-42  
                       373    President's Report  -  1939  
                       374    Secretary's Report  -  1939  
                       375    Reports - 1939  
                       376    Memos - 1939  
                       377    Agendas - 1940  
                       378    Minutes - 1940  
                       379    Secretary's Reports - 1940  
                       380    Agendas - 1941  
                       381    Minutes - 1941-42  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
 15 
Box  Folder  
78-20              382    Secretary's Reports - 1941  
                       383    Annual Report - 1941  
                       384    Memos - 1941  
                       385    Agendas - 1942  
                       386    Minutes - 1942  
                       387    Minutes - 1942-44  
                       388    Secretary's Reports - 1942  
                       389    Reports - 1942  
                       390    Memos - 1942 
                       391    Agendas - 1943  
                       392    Minutes - 1943  
                       393    President's Report - 1943  
                       394    Reports - 1943  
 
78-21               395    Special Assistant's Reports  1944  
                        396    Memos - 1944  
                        397    Annual Report - 1945  
                        398    Administrative  Assistant's  Report  1945  
                        399    Reports  1945  
                        400    Minutes 1946  
                        401    Annual Report - 1946  
                        402    Administrative  Assistant's  Report  - 1946  
                        403    Secretary's Report - 1946  
                        404    Reports -  1946  
                         405    Agendas - 1947  
                         406-407   Minutes - 1947  
                         408    Secretary's Report - 1947  
                          409    Reports - 1947  
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-21              410    Agendas -1948  
                       411    Minutes - 1948  
 16 
                       412    Secretary's Report   1948  
                       413    Reports - 1948  
 
 78-22            414    Extensions of Democracy  
   Committees:  Financial Papers:  Account  Books  
                      415  1941  
                      416-417  1942  
                      418   1943-44  
                      419    Petty  Cash  -  1946  
  
78-23               420-421   1947  
    Receipt Books 
                         422    1941-45  
                         423    1945  
                         424    1947  
  
78-23a                        1947  
  
78-24                           Bank  Records 
     425    Bank  statements - 1939  
                          426    Bank statements - 1940  
                          427    Bank  statements - 1941  
                           428    Bank  books - 1939-44; 1946  
                           429    Check  book -  1939-43  
                           430    Check  book  -  1943-45  
                           431    Application  for   bank account - 1946  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-25              432    Bank  receipts  -  1945  
                       433    Bank receipts  -  1946  
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                       434    Bank  receipts  -  1947  
                       435    Bank  receipts  -  1948  
                       436    Bank  loans  -  1940  
                       437    Bank  loans  -  1947  
                       438    Bank  loans  -  1943  
                       439    Loans - 1948  
                       440    income  Tax  -  1945-48  
                      441    Postal Permit, Receipts, Forms (blank)  
 
   Bills & Receipts  
                        442    No   date  
                        443    1921  
                        444    1922  
                        445    1939  
                        446    1940  
                        447    1941  
                        448    1942  
                        449   1943  
                        450   1944  
                        451   1945  
                        452   1946  
78-26               453-454  1947  
                        455   1948  
                        456   Forms  
                        457   Notes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder   
Reports  
78-26               458   No date  
                        459   1922  
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                        460   1924  
                        461   1939  
                        462   1940  
                        463   1941  
                        464   1942  
                        465   1943  
                        467   1945  
                        468   1946  
  
78-27               469   1947  
  
    Vouchers  
                         470   1939  
                         471-472  1940  
                         473-474  1941  
                         475   1942  
                         476   1943  
                         477   1944  
                         478   1946  
  
   Membership Committee  
78-28                 479   Receipts  
                          480   Members File Cards  
                          481   Forms  (blank)  
                          482   Agenda, n.d. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder                            
78-28  483   Reports,  n.d.  
                       484  Committee Membership Forms,  n.d.  
                       485   Publicity, n.d.  
 19 
                       486   Contributors List, n.d.  
                        477-488    Lists and Notes, n.d.  
                        489  Certificates, 1929  
                         490   Reports,   1921  
                         491   Agendas,   1921  
                         492   Lists, 1921  
                         493   Application, 1921  
     494   Certificates, 1921  
                          495   Reports -  1922  
                         496   Agendas - 1922  
                         497   Form letter - 1922  
                         498   Contributors List - 1922  
                         499   Lists and Notes - 1922  
                         500   Publicity - 1922  
                         501   Reports -  1923  
                         502   Agendas -  1924  
                         503   Notes - 1928  
                         504   Lists and Notes - 1936  
                         505   Contributors List - 1936  
 
78-29                506   Agendas -  1937  
                         507   Minutes - 1939-44  
                         508   Reports -  1939  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-29              509   Charter Membership 84   1939  
                         510   Contributors Lists - 1939  
                         512-513  Lists and Notes - 1939  
                         514   Form Letters - 1940  
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                         515   Reports -  1940  
                         516   Agendas -  1940  
                         517   Contributors List - 1940  
                         513   Lists & Notes - 1940  
                         519   Publicity - 1940 
                         520   Form Letters - 1941  
                         521   Reports -  1941  
                         522   Agendas -  1941  
                         523   Contributors Lists - 1941  
                         524   Lists & Notes - 1941  
 
 78-30               525-526  Reports -  1942  
                          527   Form Letters - 1942  
                          528   Publicity - 1942 
                          529   Lists & Notes - 1942  
                          530   Contributors Lists - 1942  
                          531   Reports -  1943  
                          532   Form Letters - 1943  
                          533   Lists and Notes - 1943  
                          534   Publicity - 1943 
                          535   Campaign Report Sheets - 1943  
                          536   Contributors Lists   1943  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-31              537-538  Contributors Lists   1943  
                       539   Lists and Notes - 1944  
                       540-542  Contributors Lists - 1944  
78-32              543-544   Contributors Lists - 1945  
                       545    Notes -  1945  
 21 
                       546-547    Lists -  1945  
                       548    Publicity - 1945  
                       549-551    Division Reports - 1945  
                       552    Reports  - 1946  
                       553    Form Letters  -  1946  
                       554    Contributors Lists - 1946  
                       555    Certificates  -  1946  
                       556    Stationary - 1946  
                       557    Publicity - 1946  
 
78-33              558     Lists - 1946  
                       559    Notes -  1946  
                       560    Campaign Financial Report 1946  
 
78-34              561    Agendas  -  1947  
                       562    Certificates -  1947  
                       563    Publicity - 1947  
                       564    Reports  -  1947  
                       565    Form Letters  -  1947  
                       566    Lists -  1947  
                        567    Notes -  1947  
                        568-571    Section Leaders Reports Sheets  - 1947  
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-35              572    Reports    1948  
                       573    Applications -  1948  
                       574    Publicity -1948  
                       575    Campaign Record Cards - 1948  
                       576-577    Lists -  1948  
                       578    Notes -  1948  
  
78-36              579-582    Lists and Notes - 1948  
 22 
                       583    Form Letters -  1949  
                       584    Publicity - 1949  
                       585    Lists and Notes - 1949  
                       586-587    NAACP Clubs   
 
   Nominating Committee  
                        588    Manual on election procedure  
                        589    Election of officers - 1939  
                        590    Reports  - 1942  
                        591    Reports  - 1943  
                        592    Nomination for National Board of  Directors - 1945  
    593   Reports  -  1946  
                        594   Reports  - 1947  
                        595   Lists and Notes - 1947  
                        596   Draft of Ballot - 1948  
                        597   Ballots, n.d.  
                        598   Ballots  -   1946  
                        599-601  Ballots  -  1947  
  
78-37                602   Ballots  -  1947  Personnel Committee  
                         603   Office Procedures  
                         604   Group  Health  Assn.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-37             605   U.O.P.W.A.  
                      606   Job Applicants Stenographer/ Secretary -   1939  
                      607   Job Applicants - clerk - 1941  
                      608   Job Applicants - Special Assistant  -   1944  
                      609   Job Applicants - Administrative Assistant - 1944  
                      610   Salary Records - 1945  
                      611   Reports  -  1946  
 23 
                      612   Job Applicants - Clerk Typist - 1946  
                      613-614  Job Applicants - Executive Secretary -   1946  
                      615   Special Committee re.:  Executive Secretary - 1946  
                      616   Staff  Hours -  1946  
                      617   Job Descriptions - 1946  
  
    Press and Publicity  
                       618   Accounts Book - 1941-42  
                       619   Reports  -  1945  
                       620   Lists and Notes   
 
   Press   Releases  
                         621   n.d.  
                         622   1939  
                         623   1940  
  
 78-38               624   1940  
                         625-626  1941  
                         627   1942  
                         628   1943  
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Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
 78-38             629    1944  
                       630    1945  
                       631-632   1946  
                       633    1947  
                       634    1948  
                       635    Program Committee  
  
    Radio Committee  
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78-39               636   Minutes,  Reports  
                        637    Notes  
                        638    Program  Schedule  
  
   Broadcasts  
                         639   Introductory Remarks, n.d.  
                         640    Democracy, n.d.  
                         641   Discrimination Against  Teachers,   n.d.  
                         642    Employment,  n.d.  
                         643    Housing for Negroes in D.C.,  n.d.  
                         644    Howard University, n.d.  
                         645    Loyalty to the U.S.A. n.d.  
                         646    Musical, n.d.  
                         647-648   NAACP, n.d. 
                         649    NAACP - D.C. Branch, n.d.  
                         650-651   News, n.d.  
                         652    Point Rationing, n.d.  
                          653    32nd Annual Conference, n.d.  
                          654    Youth,  n.d . 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-39              655    Youth Council, n.d.  
                       656    Introductory & Closing Remarks  -   1941  
                       657    Jan. 14, 1941  
                       658    Jan. 21, 1941  
                       659    Feb. 1, 1941  
                       660    Feb. 16, 1941  
                       661   March 9,  1941  
                       662    Mar. 16, 1941  
                       663    Mar. 30, 1941  
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                       664    April 16, 1941  
                       665    May 1, 1941 
                       666    May 18, 1941  
                       667    May 29, 1941  
                       668    June 15, 1941  
                       669    June 28, 1941  
                       670    July 5, 1941  
                       671    July 10, 1941  
                       672    July 27, 1941   
                       673  Aug-  2, 1941  
                       674   Aug.  9,   1941  
                       675   Aug.  16, 1941  
                        676   Aug.  24, 1941  
                        677   Aug.  31, 1941  
                        678   Sept. 6, 1941  
                        679   Sept- 13, 1941  
                        680   Sept.  21, 1941  
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Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-40             681   Sept.  27, 1941  
                      682   Oct. 4, 1941  
                      683   Oct.  11,   1941  
                      684   Oct.  16,   1941  
                      685   Oct.  25,   1941  
                      686   Oct.  26,   1941  
                      687   Nov.  1,    1941  
                      688   Nov. 8,    1941  
                      689   Nov.  14,   1941  
                      690   Nov.  23,   1941  
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                      691   Nov.  28,   1941  
                      692   Dec.  7,    1941  
                      693   Dec.  14,   1941  
                      694   Dec.  21,   1941  
                      695   Introductory Remarks  1942  
                      696   Jan. 4, 1942  
                      697   Jan- 11, 1942  
                      698   Jan.  18,   1942  
                      699   March 9, 1942  
                      700   March 16, 1942  
                      701   March  23,   1942  
                      702   March  30,   1942  
                      703   June 1, 1942  
                      704   July 13, 1942  
                      705   July 20, 1942  
                      706    July 27, 1942  
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Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-40              707   Aug.10, 1942  
                       708   Aug.  17,   1942  
                       709   Aug.  31,   1942  
                       710  Oct.  19,   1942  
                       711  Oct.  26,   1942  
                       712  Nov.  2,    1942  
                       713  Nov.  9,    1942  
                       714  Nov.  16,   1942  
                       715  Nov.  23,   1942  
                       716  Nov.30,   1942  
                       717  Dec.  7,    1942  
                       718  Dec.  14,   1942  
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   Broadcasts  
78-40    719    Jan. 4, 1943 
                       720    Jan. 11, 1943  
                       721    Jan. 25, 1943  
                       722    Feb. 1, 1943 
                        723    Feb. 15, 1943  
                        724    March 15, 1943  
                        725    March 29, 1943  
                        726    April 5, 1943  
                        727    April 26, 1943  
                        728    May 10, 1943 
                        729    May 24, 1943  
                        730    June 14, 1943  
                        731    Feb. 17, 1946  
                        732    Jan. 17, 1948  
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Series  B Office    Records     continued 
Box  Folder  
78-41              733    Special Committee on   Location for D.C. Branch  
 
   NAACP  
                        734    Special Gifts Committee  
                        735    Stop Lynching Buttons  
  
   Youth Council  
                         736    Charter (application) 1941  
                         737    Organization 
                         738    Modern Trend 
                         739    Reports  
                         740    Constitution 
                         741    Handbook  
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                         742    Youth Conference  
                         743-744   Smokes for the Boys  
                         745    Picnic - 1946  
                         746    Membership Drive  
                         747    National Correspondence  
                         748    Youth Bulletin  
                         749    News Letter 
                         750    Notes  
 
Series  C  Cases  
                         751    Resolutions  
                         752    Adams, Marguerite  
                         753    Adams, Mary A.  
                         754    Adamson, Sudie and Robert  
                         755    Allen, Evelyn E.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-41               756    Allen, Ruth  
                        757    Ambulance Service in D.C. 
                        758   American Anti-Communist  Association, Inc.  
                        759-761   American Red Cross  
                        762   Anacostia Naval Station  
                        763-764  Marian Anderson - DAR Controversy  
                        765   Angevine, W.K.  
                        766-768    Anti-Lynching  
                        769   Arcade Sunshine Laundry  
                         770   Archer, Herbert L.  
                         771   Ashton, Geneva  
                         772   Auquilla  Prison  
                         773   Augustin, Gladys E.  
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                         774   Austin-Wadsworth Bill (S. 666 National Compulsory Service 
Act)  
 
78-42                 775   Bailey, Herman M.  
                          776   Bailey, Jean  
                          777   Baker, John W.  
                          778   Baker, Joseph W.  
                          779   Barber, Elizabeth  
                          780   Barbour, Emma  
                          781   Barnes, Marie  P.  
                          782   Barnett, Julia W.  
                          783   Bell, Hope P.  
                          784   Belton, Marie  
                          785   Berry, Blanche A.  
                          786   Bertrand, Oliver M.  
                          787   Bilbo, Theodore G.  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-42              788   Blackstone, Lucille  
                       789   Booth, Mattie  M.  
                       790   Borum, Willie  P.  
                       791   Bostic, James  
                       792   Branch,  William  
                       793   Brandon, Estella  
                       794   Braxton, Charles  
                       795   Brissette, Margie  
                       796   Bronson,  Eugene  
                       797   Brooks, Louis R.  
                       798   Brooks, Susie  
                       799   Brown, Bettie L.  
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                       800   Brown, Gus  
                       801   Brown, William L.  
                       802   Brunner, Alice V.  
                       803   Buchanan, John  M.  
                       804   Bullock Willie  
                       805   Bureau of Engraving and Printing Cafeteria  
             806    Burnett Family  
                       807    Burton,  Thelma-Irving,  Henry  T. - Moore, Alphonso  
                       808    Bussey, Marron D.  
                       809    Butler, Francis D.  
                       810    Butler, James L.  
                        811    Butler, Melvin  
                        812    Byrnes,  James F.  
                        813    Campbell, William H.  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-42              814    Cannady, Robert  
                       815-816   Capital Transit Co.  
                       817    Carter, Mary  
                       818    Census Bureau  
                       819    Champ, Iva  
                       820    Charles C. Charles  
                       821    Chase, Martin  
                       822    Chase, Richard 
                       823    Childrens Hospital  
                       824    Childers, James  
                       825    Christian, Laura  
 
78-43              826-833   Citizens Lynching Protest  Parade  
                       834    Civil Aeronautics Authority  
                       835    Civil Rights Bill for D.C.  (S. 1456)  
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                       836    Civil  Service  Commission  
                       837    Clark, Odeal  
                       838    The Colored Marine Cooks and Stewards Beneficial League  
                       839-841   Columbia,  Tennessee  Riot  
                       842    Consumers Milk  Committee  
                       843    Cook, Ernest  
                       844    Cooper, Paul F.  
                       845    Copeland, William H.  
                       846    Cruz, Johnny W.  
                       847    Crymes, Richard A.  
                       848    Cunningham, John  
                       849    Curtis, Helen  
                       850    Curtis, Joseph O.  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-44              851    Davies, Elmer D.  
                       852    Davis, Hattie  
                       853    Davis, Owen D. 
                       854    Davis, Rebecca 
                       855    Davis, Richard .  
                       856    Davis, Thomas B.   
            857   Davis,   Yvonne  
                       858   Day, Marguerite W.  
                       859   Dayhott, Bennett  
                       860   Dean, Ruth  
                       861   Department of Vehicles  
                       862   Dews,  Duke  S.  
                       863   Dillard, Adelaide  
                       864   District Attorneys Staff  Vacancies  
                       865-873   D.C. Board of  Education  
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                       874   D.C. Boxing Commission  
                       875   D.C. Slum Clearance Bill (S.  1426)  
                       876   D.C. Tuberculosis Assn.  
                       877   Dixon, Gladys G.  
 
 78-45              878   Drew, F.D.  
                        879   DuBois, W.E.B. 
                        880   Duffin, Granville  
                        881   Ector,  Beulah  
                        882   Ellerbe, Thomas R.  
                        883   Emergency Committee on  Inaugural  Jim  Crowism  
                        884   Employment Stabilization Plan  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-45             885   Epps,  Lucille  
                      886   Evans, Paula  
                      887-891  Fair  Employment   Practices  Committee  
 
 78-46            892   Farrell,  John  
                      893   Fields, Thomas H.  
                      894   Finks,  Benjamin  
                      895   Fire  Department  
                      896   Forbes, Lula  
                      897   Fountain,   Grace  
                      898   Fowler, Robert R.  
                      899   Francis,   Willie  
                      900-901  Frederick Douglas Housing Project 
                      902   Freeman,  Ethel  
                      903   Freeman,  Francis N.  
                      904   Gattis, John H.  
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                      905   Genus,  Eugene  
                      906   George,  Gus  
                      907   German, William - Smith,  Stanley - Casey,  George  Allen, 
Frank  
            908   Glen Dale Sanitarium  
                      909   Glenmore Family  
                      910   Glover, John M.  
                      911   Golar, George T. 
                      912   Grant, Theresa P.  
                      913   Graves, Lawrence 
                      914   Gray, Carrie L.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-46              915   Green, Melville  
                       916   Green, Moses - Traylor, Melvin - Pleasant, Therion  
                       917   Greyhound Bus Terminal Restaurant for Colored  
                       918   Grimes, Cecil  
                       919   Gross, Milton J. 
                       920   Gross, William E.  
                       921   Hall, John Henry 
                       922   Hardman - Turner Case  
                       923   Hargrove,  Bernice  
                       924   Harley, Alma  
                       925   Harshaw, Scott  C.  
                       926   Haskins, Willie Lee  
                       927   Hastie, William  H.  
                       928   Hatch, Florida  
                       929   Hatton, James H. 
                       930   Hawkins, Bernadette - Moss, Dorrethea  
                       931   Hazzard, Carrie  B.  
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                       932   Heard, Will D.  
                       933   Herrin, Mary A.- Madison, Mary B. - Watkins, Ella B.  
                       934   Henderson, Margaret N.  
                       935   Henderson, Raymond  
                       936   Herelow, Rutherford E.  
                       937   Higgenbotham, Charles and  Margaret  
                       938   Higgenbotham, Roy A.  
                       939   Hill, Edwin C.  
                       940   Hines, Dennis F. 
 
78-47              941   Holiman, Lucille 
                       942   Holland, Sim  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-47              943   Home Rule for  D.C.  
                       944   Hooks, Fred  
                       945-947   Housing  
                       948   Howard, Charles  R.  
                       949   Howard, Clarence 
                       950   Howard,  Katherine  
                       951   Howard, Levi  
                       952    Howard   Theater  
                       953    Hunter, Rudolph A  
                       954    Hurley, Ruby - Wright, Naomi  
                       955   International Union of Operating Engineers  
                       956    Jackson,    Janie  
                       957    Jackson Luther - Escaped Convict from N.C.  
                       958    Jackson,    Paul  
                       959    Jackson,    Peter  
                       960    Jackson, Richard "Red"  
                       961    James, Frances - McKinney,  Ethel B.  
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                       962    Jenrette, Ashley  
                       963    Johnson, Clemon E.  
                       964    Johnson, Eleanor J. - Swann,  Florence    B.  
                       965    Johnson,  Esther, Robinson,   Arthur  
                       966    Johnson,  Henrietta  
                       967    Johnson,  Julia M.  
                       968    Johnson,  Polly  
                       969    Royal  C.  Johnson Bill  (H.R. 5524 Retirement Benefits)  
                       970    Johnson, Thomasine  
                       971    Johnson, Ulysses G.  
                       972    Jones,  Alphonso  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-47              973    Jones,  Catherine  
                       974    Jones,  Dorothy  
                       975    Jones,  Emmett L.  
                       976    Jones,  Frank  
                       977    Jones,  Gertrude R.  
                       978    Jones,  Grant  
                       979    Jones,  Samuel  
                       980    Jones,  Willie A.  
                       981    Jordan, George T.  
                       982    Kennedy, Henry S.  
                       983    Kent Stores Inc.  
                       984    King,  William  
                       985    Kyle,  John   F.  
78-48              986    Langford, Evelyn  
                       987-990    Lansburgh's Dept. Store  
                       991    Lee,  Annie   B.  
                       992    Lee, Emory   E.  
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                       993    Lee,  Hilda   L.  
            994    Lee,  Thora  P.  
                       995    Lewis, Galveston  
                       996    Lewis, Herbert   D.  
                       997    Lewittes, Aaron (Mrs.)  
                       998    Lincoln Memorial Celebration  
                       999    Loftis,  S.B.  
                       1000    Looper,   Julian   A.  
                       1001    Looper, Roy E.  
                       1002    The Louise Home  
                       1003    Lowber,  Harold   D.  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-48              1004    Lucas, Louis B.  
                       1005    McAlpin,  Harry   S.  
                       1006    McFarland,  Willie  
                       1007    McGee, Alice 0.  
                       1008    McIllwain,   George  
                       1009    McNair, Milton  
                       1010    McNerney, Arthur B.  
                       1011    McRae,  David  
                       1012    Madella, (Mrs.)  
                       1013    Malone, George  
                       1014    March on Washington  
                       1015    Martin, Clarence  
                       1016    Mason, Guy  
                       1017    Mason,  Mabel  
                       1018    Mathies, Ollie  
                       1019    Merle,  Jerome  
                       1020   Metropolitan Police Boys Club  
                       1021   Metropolitan Police Riot Squad  
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                       1022   Metropolitan Police -  Promotions  
                       1023    Meyers, Rae 
                       1024    Miller, Estelle   B.  
                       1025    Mills,  Elizah  
                       1026    Mills,  Walter  
                       1027    Mitchell, Edward L.  
                       1028    Mitchell, George  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-49             1029    Montague, Julian  
                      1030    Moratorium on Segregation  
                      1031    Morrison   
                      1032    Morrison, Robert  
                      1033    Morse, Andrew S.  
                      1034    Moxley, Melvin A.  
                      1035    Murdee, Louis  
                      1036    Murray, Freeman   M.  
                      1037    Myrick,  John W.  
                      1038   Nalls, Josephine L.  
                      1039   National Capital Parks  and Planning Commission  
                      1040  National Health Bill (S. 1606)  
                      1041   National Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax  
                      1042   Naval Music School  
                      1043   Neely, Monroe D.  
                      1044   Newell, Clifford  
                      1045   Norris, Ernest F.  
                      1046   North Carolina Joe  
                      1047   November, Margaret O 
                      1048   Office of the Quarter Master General  
                      1049   Oliver, Dollie  
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                      1050   Papas, Sophocles  
                      1051   Parker, George W.  
                      1052   Parker, William J.  
                      1053   Parks, Sanford  
                      1054   Parmes, Percy 
                      1055   Parren, John E.  
                      1056   Patrick, Luther A  
                      1057   Payne, Charles - Stewart, Douglass  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-49             1058   Payne, Robert 
                      1059   Payne, Willie 
                      1060   Peoples Drug Store  
                      1061   Pierce, Beryl 
                      1062   Plater, James B.  
                      1063   Pollatsek, Frank  
                      1064-1067  Police Brutality  
                      1068   Poole, Benjamin F.  
                      1069   Portee, Johnnie (Mrs.)  
                      1070   Price, Wallace W.  
                      1071   Proctor, I.L. 
                      1072   Prout, Laurence  
                      1073   Powell, Clyde 
                      1074   Public Golf  Courses  
 
78-50             1075   Randall, Julian and Dorothy  
                      1076-1077  Red Caps  
                      1078  Reed, Harold  
 39 
                      1079  Rehabilitation Service  
                      1080   Reid, Otis  
                      1081   Rice, Ollie  
                      1082   Richardson, Willie  
                      1083   Richmond Greyhound Lines  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder   
78-50              1084   RKO Keith's Theater  
                       1085   Robinson, Aaron  
                       1086   Robinson, Marjorie  
                       1087   Robinson, Minnie X.  
                       1088   Robinson, Winfred  
                       1089   Rock Creek Park  
                       1090   Rosamond, Addie Lou  
                       1091   Ross, Minnie B.  
                       1092   Russan, Lena M.  
                       1093   Russell, Robert R.  
                       1094   S & W Cafeterias  
                       1095-1096  Safeway Stores  
                       1097   Sales Tax  
                       1098   Samuels, Allie W.  
                       1099   Saunders, Lawrence E. (Mrs.)  
                       1100   Saunder, Leonard A.  
                       1101   Savannah Street Housing  
                       1102   Seigler, Ezikel  
                       1103   Selective Service System  
                       1104   Settles, Martha  
                       1105   Simmons, Bernard  
                       1106   Simms, Calvin 
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                       1107   Simms, John  
                       1108   Simpson, David  
                       1109   Small, Henry  
                       1110   Smedley, William F.  
                       1111   Smith,  Arthur  
                       1112   Smith,  Bettie M.  
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-50              1113   Smith,  Gerald L.K.  
                       1114   Smith,  James M.  
                       1115   Smith,  Jean M.  
                       1116   Smith,  Mamie K.  
                       1117   Smith,  Maye  
                       1118   Smith,  Millie  
                       1119   Smith,  Raymond W.  
                       1120   Snow Court 
 
78-51              1121-1122  Soldiers Home Hospital  
                       1123   Sojourner Truth Defense - Home Detroit                                     
                       1124   Southernaires  
                       1125   Stevenson, Edith C.  
                       1126   Steward,  Winston L.  
                       1127   Stewart,  Frank  
                       1128   Stewart,  Maggie  
                       1129   Stewart, Nathalie  
                       1130   Stovall,  Louis  
                       1131   Stowers, Beaulia M.  
                       1132   Strange, Dave  
                       1133    Stucky, Bertha   A.  
                       1134    Sumners - Capper Resolution  
                       1135    Supplice, Altida  
                       1136    Taxi's - D.C. 
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                       1137    Taylor,  Cassie  
                       1138    Taylor,  Elizabeth  
                       1139    Taylor,  Ida  
                       1140    Taylor,  Juanita  
                       1141    Taylor, Ophelia B.  
                       1142    Taylor,  Willie  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-51              1143    Templemon,   Alonzo  
                       1144    Terry, Harry L. (Mrs.)  
                       1145    Thomas, Frances  
                       1146    Thomas, Harry L.  
                       1147    Thompson,   John  
                       1148    Thompson, John   E.  
                       1149    Thompson,  Robert  H.  
                       1150    Tidal  Basin  Bicycle Concession 
                       1151   Tillman, Bessie V. - Wilkes, Bessie  H.  
                       1152    Times  - Herald  
                       1153    Times - Herald Golden Glove Boxing   Tournament  
                       1154    Todd,  J.C.  Vaughn  
                       1155    Tonic, Fletcher  
                       1156    Trammel, Haywood  
                       1157    Travers, Annabelle S.  
                       1158    Traynham,  William  
                       1159    Treasury  Department  
                       1160    Trent, Mary J.  
                       1161    Turner, G.E.  
                       1162    Turpin, Mildred I. -  Johnson, Caroline K.  
                       1163    Twenty-fourth Infantry  
                       1164    Union News,  Co.  
                       1165    United Cafeteria and Restaurant Workers Local 471 
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78-52               1166-1168  United States Employment  Service  
                        1169    Upshaw, George L.  
                        1170    Upshaw, Mary  
                        1171    Valencia, Lewis  N.  
                        1172    Vaughn, Winnie  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-52              1173    Vicks, William R.  
                       1174     Von Lockette, Paris  
                       1175     Walden, Conrad A.  
                       1176   Walker,  Amanda  
                       1177   Walker,  Fred  
                       1178   Walker, James  
                       1179   Walker, Leonard  
                       1180   Waller, Helen A.  
                       1181   Waller, Odell  
                       1182   Ward, Agnes  
                       1183-1184  Washington, John James  
                       1185   Washington, Kenneth  
                       1186   Washington, Raymond  
                       1187   Washington Real Estate  Board  
                       1188   Waters, Lucille  
                       1189   Webb, Olive  
                       1190   Wellman, William  
                        1191   Wesley,  Robert  G.  
                        1192   White, Clara 
                        1193   White, Elizabeth  
                        1194   White, G.B.  
                        1195   White, Thomas  
                        1196   Whitten, John  
                        1197   Williams, Alice  N.  
                        1198   Williams, J.H.  
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                        1199   Williams,  James  B.  
                        1200   Williams, R.C.  
                        1201   Wilson, Louise  
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Series  C  Cases  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-52               1202   Wilson, Mercedes  S.  
                        1203   Wilson, Warren  
                        1204   Winged Victory (film)  
                        1205   John C. Winston  Co.  
                        1206   Wise, John  
 
 78-53              1207   Woodard,  Florence  
                        1208   Woodard, Isaac  
                        1209   Wooden,   Carlevans  
                         1210   Woods, Willie  
                         1211   Woodward and Lothrop Department   Store  
                          1212   Works Progress Administration  
                          1213   Wormley,  Dorothy  E.  
                          1214   Worrell,   Clarence  
                          1215   WRC (Radio)  
                           1216   WWDC - Tropical Moods  
                           1217   Wylie, Stephen  R.J.  
                           1218   Yerba  Buena  Island  
                           1219   Young, Frances                                    
                           1220   Young, Martha G.  
                           1221   Young Mens Christian Assn.  
                           1222   Young, Sloan  
                           1223   Zoological Gardens  Restaurant  
   
 Series D     National Office & Other Branches  
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                            1224   Officers of Branches - 1939  
                            1225   Officers of Branches - 1941  
                            1226   Officers of Branches - 1942  
                            1227   Baltimore Branch  
                            1228   Dayton Branch 
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 Series D       National Office & Other Branches continued 
Box  Folder             
78-53              1229-1230    Detroit Branch  
                       1231   Fairfax County, VA. Branch  
                       1232   Indianapolis Branch  
                       1233   New Orleans Branch  
                       1234-1235    Philadelphia Branch  
                       1236   Rocky Mount, N.C. Branch  
                       1237   St. Louis Branch  
    Press Service of the NAACP  
78-54              1238   No Date  
                       1239   1929  
                       1240   1940  
                       1241   1941  
                       1242-1243    1942  
                       1244-1245    1943  
                       1246-1247    1944  
  
 78-55             1248-1249    1945  
                       1250-1251    1946  
                       1252-1253    1947  
                       1254-1256    1948  
                       1257   1949  
  
78-56              1258   Action Letter from the  Department of Branches National Office             
   (form letters)  
                       1259   No Date  
                       1260   1922  
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                       1261   1923  
                       1262   1939  
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 Series D       National Office & Other Branches continued 
Box  Folder             
78-56              1263   1940  
                       1264   1941  
                       1265   1942  
                       1266   1943  
                       1267   1944  
                       1268   1945  
                       1269   1946  
                       1270    1947  
                       1271    1948  
 
Series  E    Other Organizations  
                        1272    Alley  Dwelling   Authority  
                        1273    American  Civil   Liberties  Union  
                        1274    American  Council  on  Human Rights  
  
 78-57              1275-1277   American  Council  on  Race Relations  
                        1278    American Equity Association  
                        1279    American Federation of  Teachers  
                        1280    American  Jewish   Congress  
                        1281    American Youth  for  Democracy  
                        1282    Americans for  Democratic  Action  
                        1283    Annual Spring Conference on  Labor Education  
                        1284    Anti-Defamation  League  of  B'nai B'rith Bulletin  
                        1285   Anti' Defamation  League   of  B'nai  B'rith  Newsletter  
                         1286    Benning Heights Civic  Committee  
                         1287    Bookshop  Association  
                         1288    Child Day  Care  Centers  of  Washington, D.C.  
                         1289    Citizens  Committee  on  Inter- cultural   Education  
                          1290   Citizens Committee on Race Relations Inc.  
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Series  E    Other Organizations  continued 
Box  Folder             
78-57              1291-1293   Citizens  Council  for Community   Planning  
                       1294    Citizens Progressive League  
                       1295    City  Wide Housing   Conference  
                       1296    Committee Against Jim-Crow n Military  Service  and 
Training  
                       1297    Committee for  Maritime  Unity  
 
 78-58             1298    Committee for the Marshall Plan to Aid European  Recovery  
            1299    Communist Party  
                       1300    Community Chest  
                       1301    Community Education Inc.  
                       1302    Conference on Suffrage Legislation for D.C.  
                       1303    Congress of Racial Equality  
                       1304    Cooks, Pastry Cooks and Kitchen Employees  - Local  209 
Bulletin  
                       1305    Coordinating  Housing  Committee for  D.C.  
                       1306    Coordinator of  Inter-  American Affairs  
                       1307    Council  of Social  Agencies  
                       1308    D.C. Board of Education  
                       1309    D.C. Central  Suffrage Conference 
                       1310-1311   D.C. Government  
                       1312    D.C. Health Forum  
                       1313    D.C. Legislative Council  
                       1314    D.C. Relief  
                       1315    Emergency Conference On  World Food Crisis  
  
78-59               1316-1319   Federal  Works  Agency  
                        1320   Fellowship    Reconciliation  
                        1321    Fraternal Council  of  Negro Churches  of  America  
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                        1322    Freedom Brotherhood   Radio and  Television   
Committee  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  E    Other Organizations  continued 
Box  Folder             
78-59              1323    Highland Folk  School  
                       1324    Hill  for Council  Committee  Detroit  
                       1325    [Charles]  Houston  for Commissioner Committee  
 
78-60               1326    I Am An  American  Day Committee  
                        1327    Interchurch  Conference  on  Childrens  Services  
                        1328   International Labor Defense  
                        1329   Interracial  Workshop  
                        1330   Joint Committee for the  April 5 Peace  Rally  
                        1331   Medio-Chirurgical Society  of  D.C. Bulletin  
                        1332    Municipal Assembly  
                        1333    National  Capital  Park  and  Planning  Commission  
  
 78-60              1334   National Citizens Conference on Civil Liberties  
                        1335   National Council of American Soviet Friendship  
                        1336   National Council of Negro Women  
                        1337   National Council to Support  Agricultural Workers  
                        1338   National Emergency Conference  for  Democratic   Rights  
                        1339   National  Federation  for  Constitutional Liberties  
                        1340   National Industrial Justice Association 
                        1341   National Lawyers Guild  
                        1342-1343  National  Negro Congress  
 
 78-61               1344-1347  National Non-Partisan Council on Public Affairs  
                          1348   National Stewardship Institute  
                          1349   Negro War Workers Club  
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Container List 
 
             
Series  E    Other Organizations  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-61              1350   New Negro Alliance  
                       1351   Philadelphia  Fellowship Commission  
                       1352   Presidents  Committee   on  Civil Rights  
                       1353   Rededication Week  
                       1354   Russian War Relief  
                       1355   The Socialist Party  
                       1356   Sterling Vocational School  
                       1357   J. Walter Thompson Co. Consumer Panel  
                       1358   UNESCO  
                       1359   Union for Democratic Action  
                       1360   United Federal Workers of America 
                        1361   United Nations Relief and  Rehabilitation Administration  
                        1362   United Office and Professional Workers of America  
                        1363   United Public Workers of America  
                        1364   Voteless  D.C.  League  of  Women Voters  
 
78-62                1365   Booker T. Washington Memorial  
                         1366   Washington Chapter of Film   Audiences for Democracy  
                         1367   Washington Civil Liberties Clearing House  
                          1368  Washington Committee, Civil  Rights Congress  
                          1369  Washington Committee for Consumer Protection  
                          1370  Washington Committee for  Democratic Action  
                           1371  Washington Committee for  Wallace  
                           1372  Washington Council of the East   and  West Association  
                           1373   Washington Housing Association  
                           1374   Washington Industrial Union  Council  
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Container List 
 
             
Series  E    Other Organizations  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-62              1375   Washington  Labor Canteen  
                       1376   Washington Peace Mobilization  
                       1377   Washington Labor Canteen  
                       1378   Youth Council  
                       1379   Win the Peace Conference  
                       1380   Workers Defense League  
                      1381   YMCA 12th Street Branch  
  
Series F      Printed  Materials  
   NAACP Related 
                        1382   D.C. Branch Constitution  
                        1383   NAACP Constitution and By- Laws for Branches  
                        1384   An Outline of Branch  Functions  
                        1385   Administrative Management  for NAACP Branches  
                        1386   Lists of Committee Members  D.C. Branch 
                        1387   NAACP Newsletters - D.C.  Branch  
                         1388   NAACP Bulletin  
                         1389   Crisis Magazine  
                         1390   Pamphlets  
 
 78-63                1391-1394  Broadsides  
                          1395   Stationary  
                          1396   Memorabilia  
                          1397   Certificates  
                          1398   Photographs (unidentified)  
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Container List 
 
             
Series F      Printed  Materials  continued 
   NAACP Related 
Box  Folder  
78-63             1399   An Appeal, to the  Conscience  of  the  Civilized  World  
                       1400   Houston, Charles Panel Discussion 
                       1401   Lovell, John, Jr. Some Suggestions  for   Research  in  the 
Contribution  
   of  the Negro to American Life Through   Literature  
                        1402   Lovell, John, Jr. Washington  Fights  
                        1403   Lovell,  Jr., Jr.  What   is Hollywood Doing  To  Us?  
                        1404   Ovington, Mary  White  -  How the NAACP Began  
                        1405   Russell,  Charles  E.  -  The Philosophy of Pigmentation  
                        1406   Spottswood, Stephen  G.   -   Patriotism in  the  Atomic  
Age  
                        1407   Spottswood, Stephen  G.   -    Reply  to  Paul  
Robeson's  Statement 
   Negroes   Won't  Fight Soviet  
                        1408   Tate,  U.S.  -  A  Statement  On  Racial  Discrimination  
in  the Federal  
   Service  
                        1409   White,  Walter  -  It's  Our  Country Too  
                        1410   Wilkinson,  Doxey A.  -  The  Negro  in America  
                        1411   Mail  Log  - 1939  
                        1412-1413    Mail  Log  - 1942-43  
                        1414-1415    Mail  Log  - 1943  
                        1416-1417    Mail  Log  - 1946  
 
78-64               1418   Secretary's Book - 1939  
                        1419   Daily Office Log - 1940  
                        1420   Daily Book & Reminders , 1942  
                        1421-1424    Lists  
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Container List 
 
             
Series F      Printed  Materials  continued 
   General Materials 
Box  Folder  
78-65              1431   Broadsides  
                       1432   Brochures  
                       1433   Press Releases  
                       1434   Programs  
             1435    Digest of Public General Bill - 1940  
                       1436  House of Representatives -  Bills  
                       1437  House of Representatives -  Joint Resolutions  
                       1438   Senate - Bills  
                       1439    Public Affairs Pamphlets  
                       1440    Civil Rights  
                       1441    Education  
                       1442    Housing  
                       1443    Labor  
                       1444    Military Affairs  
                        1445    Suffrage  
                        1446    Blank Forms  
 
78-66               1447  Catchings, L. Maynard - The Church Can Eliminate 
Discrimination and 
    Segregation  
                         1448   Douglas, Helen G. - Let Your  Leaders in Washington 
Know  
                         1449    Douglas,  Helen  G.  - Press  Reaction  to  the  Attacks 
on Dr. Condon  
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                         1450    Douglas,  Helen  G.  - We Can Afford to Split  the 
Atom..  
                         1451   Gibson, John W.  -  Progress  in  Civil Rights  
                         1452   Glazier, Harlen E. - Keep 'Em Alive: They're Useful  
                         1453   Holifield, Chet Smearing   The Scientist  
                         1454   Jones, Robert C. - Indians Look at the Future  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series F      Printed  Materials  continued 
   General Materials 
Box  Folder  
78-66 
                         1455   Jones, Robert C. - Mexican Youth in  the  U.S.  
                         1456    Jones, Robert C. - Negroes in America 
                         1457    Krogman, Wilton M. - Anthropology in Race Relations  
                         1458    McGuire, Roberta M. - Negro Angel (biography of the  life 
of Mary 
    M. Bethune) 
                        1459   Madden, Frank - Get on the Wagon  
                        1460   Russell, William F. - From  Trouble Area to Neighborhood  
              1461    How Can Public Schools &  Public Recreational Facilities Be 
Used to  
   Implement the Democratic  Process  
                        1462   The Job - Color Line in the Nation's Capital  
                        1463   The Negro Doctor in Washington's War Program  
                        1464   Negro Newspapers and Periodical in the U.S.: 1943  
                        1465    Peonage in Georgia  
                        1466   The Status of the Negro in  a Fighting  Democracy  
                        1467   Taking Our Christianity Seriously in Social Emancipation  
                        1468    Periodicals  
                        1469   Congressional Record (excerpts) 
                        1470    Factual Surveys  
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                        1471    The Progressive Record  
                        1472    World News Articles  
                        1473    John F.  Bunch  
                        1474    Civic Organizations  
                        1475    Clubs  
                        1476    Disney's Song of the South  
                        1477-1479    NAACP  
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series F      Printed  Materials  continued 
   General Materials 
Box  Folder  
78-67              1480    NAACP  
                       1481    Suffrage  
                       1482    No Date  
                       1483    1939  
                       1484    1940  
                       1485-1486     1941  
                       1487-1489     1945  
                       1490    1946  
 
 78-68             1491-1496     1946  
                       1497-1498     1947  
                       1499-1500     1948  
  
Series  G  Committee for Racial Democracy in the Nation's Capital (CRD)/Council   
for Civil Rights in the Nation's Capital (CCR)  
 78-69             1501   Programs and Activities  (CRD)  
                       1502   Programs and Activities  (CCR)  
                       1503-1506  Reorganization Materials  CRD/CCR  
                       1507  Objectives and Organizational Structure - 1946  (CRD)  
                       1508    By-Laws - 1947 (CRD)  
                       1509    By-Laws - 1948 (CCR)  
                       1510    Notices of Board Meetings and Agendas - n.d.  (CRD)  
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                       1511    Notices of Board Meetings 1946  (CRD)  
                       1512    Notices of Board Meetings 1947 (CRD)  
                       1513    Notices of Board Meetings 1948 (CCR)  
                       1514   Executive Board - minutes- drafts - (CRD)  
                       1515   Executive Board - minutes 1946 (CRD)  
                       1516    Executive Board - minutes 1947 (CRD)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  G  Committee for Racial Democracy in the Nation's Capital (CRD)/Council   
for Civil Rights in the Nation's Capital (CCR)  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-69              1517   Executive Board - minutes- draft - 1948 (CCR)  
                       1518   Executive Board Minutes 1948 (CCR)  
                       1519  Board of Directors - minutes   1949 (CCR)  
                                                           
   Correspondence  
 78-70              1520-1522   Fox,  Ida  
                        1523    Ransom, Leon A.  
                        1524    Partial Names, Unsigned  
                        1525    Other Correspondents  
 
     Press Releases  
                         1526    1946  
                         1527    1947  
                         1528    1948  
                         1529   Newsletters - 1947  
                         1530    Notes  
                         1531    Broadsides  Programs  
                         1532   Stationary  
 
    Financial Papers  
    1533    Financial Papers - 1946  
                         1534-1535   Bills and Receipts - 1946  
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78-71                1536    Check Books and Stubs - 1946  
                         1537    Bank Statements - 1946  
                         1538    Bank  Book  -  1946-47  
                         1539    Bank Statements - 1946-47  
                         1540-1541     Financial Papers - 1947  
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  G  Committee for Racial Democracy in the Nation's Capital (CRD)/Council   
for Civil Rights in the Nation's Capital (CCR)  continued 
Box  Folder  
78-71              1542    Bank Statements - 1947  
                       1543-1544    Contributions - 1947  
                       1545    Bills and Receipts - 1947  
 
78-72              1546-1547     Bills and Receipts - 1947  
                       1548    Bills and Receipts - 1947-48  
                       1549    Financial Papers - 1948  
                       1550    Financial Appeals - 1948  
                       1551   Contributions - 1948  
                       1552   Contribution Forms - 1948  
  
   Entertainment Activities  
  1553    Rally - Oct. 24, 1946  
                       1554    Cimmarron Club-Benefit  May 18, 1947  
                       1555    E.B. Henderson Testimonial Dinner - 1948  
                       1556   Washington's Night of Stars  Benefit - Feb. 13, 1949  
  
   Conferences  
 78-73             1557   Conference for Racial Democracy in the Nation's  Capital  
                       1558-1559   National Association of Intergroup Relations Officials  
                       1560    Interracial  Workshop  Employment  Committee  
                       1561    Employment   Committee  
                       1562    Fair Employment Practices  in Government  
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                       1563   Voluntary Fair Employment  Practices Campaign                                                              
1564   U.S. Employment Service  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  G  Committee for Racial Democracy in the Nation's Capital (CRD)/Council   
for Civil Rights in the Nation's Capital (CCR)  continued 
Box  Folder  
   Health and Public Welfare  
78-73       1565   Health and Public-Welfare  
                        1566   Assn. of Undergraduate and Practical Nurses  
                        1567  Community Chest Federation  
                        1568-1569   Gallinger Hospital  
                        1570    George Washington University  
                        1571    Hospital Center  for  D.C.  
                        1572    Printed Materials  
 
   Committee on Education and  Recreation  
78-74                1573    Committee on Education and Recreation  
                         1574    Amateur Athletic Union  
                         1575-1576   D.C.  Recreation  Board  
                         1577    Department of the Interior  
                         1578    Government Services   Inc.  
                         1579     Legal Committee  
                         1580    Barrett, Robert J.  
                         1581-1582   Council of Social Agencies  
                         1583   Discrimination in D.C.  (survey)  
                         1584    Everyman  (play)  
                         1585    McNerney, Arthur B.  
                         1586    National  Committee  on Segregation in the  Nation's 
Capital  
                         1587-1588   President's  Committee  on Civil  Rights  
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   President's  Committee   on  Civil   Rights  
78-75               1592    Restrictive  Covenants  
                        1593    Scott, Charles W.  
                        1594    War Department    
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  G  Committee for Racial Democracy in the Nation's Capital (CRD)/Council   
for Civil Rights in the Nation's Capital (CCR)  continued 
Theater Dispute: Correspondence  
Box  Folder  
78-75              1595    Atwater,  Edith  
                       1596    Cohen, Wallace  
                       1597-1605   Fox, Ida-A-R  
 
78-76              1606-1608   Fox, Ida   S-Z  
                       1609    Fox, Ida  form letters  
                       1610    Frain,  J.G.  
                       1611    Marvin, Cloyd H.  
                       1612    Ransom, Leon A.  
                       1613    Other  Correspondents  
  
   Organizations  
  1614-1617   Actors Equity Association  
                       1618    Belasco theater  
                       1619    Daughters of the American Revolution  
                       1620    Dramatist Guild  
                       1621-1622   Lisner  Auditorium  
                       1623    Clare Tree Major, Inc.  
 
78-77              1624-1625   National Theatre  
                       1626    Articles, Interviews  
                       1627    Press  Releases   1946  
                       1628    Press  Releases   1947  
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                       1629    Press  Releases   1948  
                       1630    Petitions   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Container List 
 
             
Series  G  Committee for Racial Democracy in the Nation's Capital (CRD)/Council   
for Civil Rights in the Nation's Capital (CCR)  continued 
Theater Dispute: Correspondence  
Box  Folder  
78-77              1631    Picketing  
                       1632    Notes  
                       1633    Broadsides  
                       1634    Photographs 
                       1635-1639   News Articles    
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